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ARMY OF FROGS NEWS 
CURRENT EVENTS/NEWS BYPASSING CORRUPT MSM STRAIGHT FROM FRENS TO 

YOU                                            

 

Visit us at www.armyoffrogs17.net or on Telegram at 
https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17 

ICYMI 12NOV PM 

QSTNEVRYTHNG 12NOV21 

 Trump scores two legal wins after Summer Zervos 

drops lawsuit and Michael Cohen’s suit against 

Trump Org. dismissed @insiderpaper 

 Judge ends conservatorship that has controlled 

Britney Spears’ life and money since 2008. –AP 

 Durham can now seize Obama’s, Clinton’s, and 

Bush’s records 

https://twitter.com/Jim_Jordan/status/14592747256

79636482?s=19 

 CNN to fire “good number” of “talent/staff” in 

major shakeup 

Discovery Inc. boss David Zaslav will assume 

stewardship of CNN after the merger with 

WarnerMedia is complete. (Deadline) 

.. Going back to being a news CORP? What was it 

before? Deep state PR Firm.-aof 

 #Britain scrambled jets from two different bases to 

intercept and escort long range nuclear capable 

#Russian bombers 'approaching the #UK area of 

interest' according to the UK Royal Air Force. 

https://www.defconlevel.com/european-command-

news.php#breaking-news 

 US Navy puts out a tweet at 4:35 pm EST. Decode 

by AOF (Army of Frogs) to Drop 22…No Civil 

War. Clean and Swift. (post by AOF at 4:10pm 

EST with SAME STATEMENT-coincidence? Not 

likely) https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/61600 

 Steve Bannon on War Room tonight: “They have 

the Great Reset, We have the Great Awakening” 

Bannon to surrender and show up in court on 

Monday. (How do you legally introduce evidence?) 

 Frog references drop 1370 and makes the 

following notation: Rudy knows where the bodies 

are buried. He got raided. 

Erik Prince Blackwater founder: Betsy Devos 

brother. Knows where the bodies are buried. Gave 

POTUS all the black book evidence of deep state 

ops. 

Define blackmail: O’ Keefe gets raided by the FBI. 

Wonder what evidence was handed to Durham that 

was never released to the public?  

Bannon checking in to court Monday.  

 
DURHAM IS COMING 

13NOV21 News Highlights 
AOF & FRENS 

*Portugal's Catholic 

Church Urged to Create 

Child Sex-Abuse Committee 

https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs1

7/61682 

 

*The real collusion?  The 

media outlet has obtained 

800 pages of Hunter Biden 

texts, many which indicate 

business dealings with 

China, Russia and even with 

Vladimir Putin. 

https://www.lawenforcemen

ttoday.com/hunter-biden-

texts-describe-dealings-

with-chinarussia-vladimir-

putin/ >>Remember 

Vladimir Putin will do what 

ever he can to advance 

Russia and himself. He is an 

opportunist. Funny thing is 

when his strings were cut he 

gave all that garbage he had 

on the clowns to team 

trump. He also hates 

satanists (per his own 

words)... Ukraine and 

Belarus is going to be his 

pressure on Europe and the 

NWO... Li is putting 

pressure on Asia bigly. 

Taiwan owes the US over a 

trillion dollars. This is a 

process. I’m not defending 

their positions I just know 

we are currently playing 

  Massive amount of Patriots protested in 

Melbourne today. 

https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/61719 

 Putin: Russia has absolutely nothing to 

do with the situation on the border of 

Belarus and Poland; Russian airlines did 

not transport people who are now at the 

Belarusian-Polish border. h/t Intel Slava 

 FOR TODAYS DELTAS: see here and 

scroll down & READ> 

https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/61730 

 Australia vows to help US defend 

Taiwan from Chinese attacks: h/t Aquila 

 

 
>>Comms much? MOAB incoming...U1?? 

AOF 

 

Type in “Uranium Durham” into the search on 

the main page. Or just hit the link here. Once 

you’re there, scroll down. May 06 comms.. 

Flynn sold lots of nuclear reactors.  

 

https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs17/16697 

 Belarus-Poland border situation 

escalating.  

 Belarusian President in talks with Putin 

to acquire Russian Nuclear Capable 

Islander missiles and for it to be 

deployed on the Belarus-Poland Border. 

 After Poland, now Lithuania is reporting 

a sharp rise in migrants on the Belarusd-

Lithuanian border. 

 The Tension is so high right now in 

Eastern Europe & the Pacific ocean 

region, that one simple 
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How do you legally insert evidence?  

 

Note: there is no record of Flynn providing 

anything on the record. Hence, not getting 

exonerated for all his crimes. Admin Could not find 

any “on the record” evidence or info. 

 U.S. Federal Appeals court affirms hold on Biden’s 

vaccine mandate, calls it “staggeringly overbroad.” 

And that it “raises serious constitutional concerns” 

and “likely exceeds the federal government’s 

authority.” @disclose TV 

>>If that order stands any appeals, all we had to do 

is hold the line-Freedom of Choice. AOF 

MORE: 

https://www.ca5.uscourts.gov/opinions/pub/21/21-

60845-CV0.pdf 

 

 [Forwarded from 🗽@Maximus_4EVR 🇺🇸 (♘ Sιr 

Mαχιмυs Ɗeʀʀιdα ♞)] 

 
FYI Vaccine Mandate Update 

 

-Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals rules 

*unanimously* to *permanently* block OSHA 

mandate from taking effect nationwide, effectively 

vacating Biden's executive order. 

 

-Ruiling sides with Texas, but is a *nationwide* 

injunction. 

 

-One Reagan and two Trump Judges made the 

ruiling. 

 

-In their ruiling, the Judges cited a tweet by MSM 

re WH COS admiting Biden Admin was trying to 

circumvent Constitution to force people to be 

vaccinated. 

 

-Only appeal now is thru Justice Alito to SCOTUS. 

BOOM. 

 
h/t Emerald Girl in chat 

RISK and things are the 

way they are to continue 

further global house 

cleaning. 

 

*Oklahoma Guard goes 

rogue, rejects COVID 

vaccine mandate after 

sudden change of command   

https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs1

7/61687 MOAR please! 

 

 
*HIGHEST level of 

Inflation in 30 YEARS hits 

US – Biden blames OPEC. 

Watch RT’s correspondent 

Saskia Taylor dissect the 

president’s claim. 

https://t.me/ArmyOfFrogs1

7/61694 

 

* How Soros' Secret 

Network Used Ukraine To 

Cover For Hillary, Hunter, 

& Target Donald Trump 

 

READ: 

https://www.zerohedge.com/

geopolitical/how-soros-

secret-network-used-

ukraine-cover-hillary-

hunter-target-donald-trump 

 
 

misunderstanding or Misadventure could 

lead to something big. 

Diplomacy is deteriorating! h/t Aquila 

 The United States has reactivated a 

nuclear unit in Germany for the first 

time since the Cold War and is armed 

with "Dark Eagle" long-range 

hypersonic missiles. 

When fully developed and deployed the 

missiles will be capable of travelling 

4,000mph and could strike multiple 

crucial cities & Military sites in Russia 

in just 21 minutes and 30 seconds. h/t 

Aquila 

 Click the link for multistream video of 

multiple countries with HUGE protests: 

https://youtu.be/bP9ak-OqsXg 

 Protests in Dallas, TX and NYC as well.  

 From Aquila: FACTS : There is no 

denying that China has already begun 

the procedure to take Taiwan back. 

If one does so is living in a Fool's 

Paradise! 

 ‘Be prepared’: China threatens Australia 

https://www.news.com.au/world/asia/be-

prepared-to-sacrifice-chinese-state-

media-threatens-australia-as-taiwan-

tensions-continue/news-

story/b47bcf70791f7c5676b5c066bec69

3d8 

 

 E-mail system of the @FBI reportedly 

hacked with fake @DHSgov messages 

sent, warning about a #cyberattack. 

https://twitter.com/W7VOA/status/1459

596647839805446?s=19 

 The FBI was hacked, now the hackers 

are emailing FBI admins from FBI 

accounts etc This is fine.... 

 

 
COULD IT BE????????? 

IN THIS ISSUE 

IF YOU ARE NEW TO THE AWAKENING:  

 

First of all, Welcome. We DO NOT condone violence of any kind. Please visit qalerts.app and READ 

THE DROPS. They are an invaluable resource. LAZINESS is what got us ALL here in the first place. If 

you don’t understand something, ask a fren. We are here to help. Visit us in the chat on telegram or 

register on the website listed above under Frog’s pic. (Links are active on this page if you are in the PDF 

format). 
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